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NEWS/ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Nepa lese a nd lI a lia n Co ntributions to the History and Archaeology 
or Nepal. Seminar held at Hanuma n Dhoka, Kathmandu, 

22·23 Janua.-y 1995 

A se minar on "Nepalese and Italian Contributions 10 Ihe history and 
archaeology of Nepal". o rganized by the l!.alian Institute fo r the Middle and 
Far East (IsM EO) and by the Depanment of Archaeology of HMG. was held 
in Kathmandu on January 22nd and 23rd 1995. The event, which was held 10 
celebnue the centenary of the birth ofCiuseppe Tucci (· 1894), was presided 
over by the Honourable Minister of Education, Culture and Social Welfare of 
I-IM G of Nepal. Mr M.N. Prashrit, by the Director General of the Depllnment 
of Archaeology I-I MO, Mr K.M. Shrestha and by the President of IsMEO, 
Prof. O. Gnoli . Papers were read by Nepalese and Italian scholars on recent 
hi storical, archaeolog ica l, epigraphical and art hi storica l research done in 
Nepal. 

The role played by G. Tucci since his first pioneering explorations in 
the '30s, and above all in the '50s - when his pupils, R. Gnoli and L. Petech, 
began thei r own important research on Nepalese epigraphy and history - was 
underlined at the beginning of the seminar. D.R. Regmi began by saying that 
G. Tucci "". was Lhe first to initiate the second line of Italian travellers~ who 
revived a tradi lion which goes back to the 17th century when Ita lian 
missionaries firsl came to Nepal, and began a tradition of fieldworlc: which 
Italians have since continued. part icularly during the lasl ten years when 
archaeological activities were undertaken in the Kalrunandu Valley (l-Iarigaon, 
Dhumvarahi . Deopatan. Patan) and in Ihe Terai (S imraongarh. GOlihawa , 
Sisania) along with the restoration of wall-paintings in the palace of the Fifty
five Windows and of the Pujari Math of Bhaktapur. 

L. Pe tech and G. Verardi gave a joint paper rev iewing the results 
achieved by Italian scholars on the ancien! and medieval history of Nepal. 

T.N. Mishra presented a wide ranging survey of Nepalese archi tecture 
based on Licchav i epigraphy. Start ing fro m an analys is of some techn ical 
tenns, the Nepa lese scholar demonstrated the abundance and specificity of 
architectura l e lements in the monuments of lhe Katrunandu ValJey. 

An interesting paper concerning post-ancient Nepal was g iven by H.R. 
10shi , who linked several different aspec ts of late-Licchavi cu lture and 
political history. lie hi ghlighted some or the problems concerning the social 
and religious conflicts and dynastic changes characte ristic or a period of crisis 
in the 7th and 8th centuries. 

O . Verardi 's paper provided the archaeologica l evidence round during 
the excavat ion of lhe Sa tya Narayana temple at Harigaon where 
Narendradeva's Buddhist phase was cancelled by the successive phase re lated 
to the Vai shnava restoration. Verardi aimed to clarify the social and economic 
nature of Ihe political and re ligious conflicts of the 8th and 9th centuries, 
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comparing them to the condit ions in which Buddhists found themselves under 
simi lar circumstances in China and India. 

Preliminary reportS on the a rchaeological sites or Dhumvarahi, Patan 
and Simraongarh. were presented by O. Volpicelli. S. Pracchia and M. Vidale. 
who, in the last five years. directed several archaeological campaigns at these 
sites. Besides presenting some new data and documenting their activities, the 
leclUrers demonstrated the archaelogical imponance of these sites during the 
Licchavi and medieval periods. 

R.N. Pandey outlined the preliminary results or his recent research on 
lhe artistic evidence found in Western Nepal. He stressed the imponance of 
some sit'7 (Dullu ror examp'le) ror the d~velopment of the sculptural style that 
charactenses the western l'hm3layan regIons. Lighl was thrown on numerous 
series or sculptures (mostly ignored by scholars) made in this area during the 
medieval period. 

A ca rerul ana ly sis of the sources and of the historical and 
archaelogical data conceming the identification or Kapilavaslu was made by 
M.R. Aryal who unde rlined the more obscure points or the Anglo-Indian 
research. 

A contribution 10 the study of the (lhur'lge dUra or the Kathmandu 
Va~le>, ~as given by R. Pradhan; in addition to stressing the historical and 
art lS!IC Importance of these monumental fountains, she emphasised their 
speclfi~ ril.ual c~aracter and their runction as social aggregate which, in many 
cases, IS st1l1 valid. 

, ~n ,attempt 10 sh~w the diverse paleographic and epigraphic aspects of 
the mscnpuon recently discovered at Mahankal was made by R. Garbini who 
made a preliminary analysis of Ihe historical and chronological problems 
(penaining to the calendar) round in this text. 

In addition to the seminar there was an exhibition on view where 
photographic and didactic panels documented the dirferent activities of 
IsMEO, G. Tucci's explorations, the dirrerent archaeological campaigns and 
the restoration of paintings. 

A.A. Di Castro (Is MEO. Rome) 

Interdisciplinary Workshop: 
"Himalayan Space in Language and Culture" 

NIJmegen, April 3-4, 1995 

The ,:"orkshop. which was o rganized by Balthasar Bickel. Eve Danziger, and 
Martin Gaenszle on ~half of the Cognitive Anthropology Research Group at 
the Max-Planek-InSlllute for Psycholingui stics at Nijmegen (Netherlands), 
bro~g~t togeth~r anthropologists and lingui sts concerned with Himalayan 
sOCletl~s. The aIm was 10 enter into dialogue and 10 compare what has been 
round m cultural conceptualis8tion and symbolisation to linguistic patte rns or 
encoding spatial relations. 
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The first day was dominated by papers dealing with the constitution of 
spatial o rientation through ritual journeys which are an important feature of 
the religious traditions of Tibeto-Bunnan speaking communities i~ the 
Himalayas. Martin Oaennle (I-Icidelberg). taking up idea~ deY~loped. In ~n 
early article by Nicholas J. Alien. focused on the vertical, dimensIOn, In 
Mcwahang Rai oral rilUal texts. That local case suffixes markmg the ver1lcal 
dimension in various parts of grammar are indeed a unique phenomenon 
found only in Kirami languages was stressed in the contribution by Kartn 
Ebcrt (ZUrich). Michael Oppilz (ZUrich) spoke on the cardinal directions in 
Magar mythology as expressed in the auxiliary chants which deal ,with lhe 
o rigin of ritual tools. The paper presented by Andds Htifer g 'lclde!berg) 
discussed various examples of Tamang oral ri tual texts (e.g. an mcensmg of 
the universe'., a ritual journey and a song on the wanderings of a mythic hero) 
and inquired into the ir poeticallechniques of constructing spatial orientation. 

On the second day Alexander Macdonald (Paris) spoke on the 
"Mandalaizat ion" of the Himalayas and described the installation of a mal)(b/a 
in a landscape in tcnns of an "intellectual colonization". The contribution by 
Asif Agha (Los Ange les) dealt with spatial anchoring, orientationa l sche~as, 
and spatialization effects in Lhasa Tibetan and focused particu larly on deicl1cs. 
Gtrard Toffin (Paris) spoke on the inside/outside opposition which is one 
aspect of spatial categorizat ion among the Newars of Kathmandu . This 
opposition rcappears on va rious levels, e.g. in domestic space, . temple 
symbolism and urban space. and is enacted in ritual. Returning to the Issue of 
the vertica l dimension, Tej Man Angdembe (Leiden) demonstrated the 
importance of "up"rdown" metaphors which are at the base of Limbu 
emotion terms . Finally, Balthasar Bickel (ZUrich) discu ssed the 
interrelationship of fonnalised practice and spatial language in the case of the 
Belhara (a Kiranti group). In this context he raised the crucial issue of 
pragmatic knowledge. . .. . 

Most papers pointed ou t the strong grammaucahzatlon of spatial 
categories in various I~imalayan languages, a feature which became 
particularly clear in the case of the Kiranti languages' emphasis on the vertical 
dimension. But whi le these grammatical inscriptions in some cases seem to be 
directly correlated with cultural phenomena, this is by no means necessari ly 
the case as historical processes have lead to a highly complex situation in the 
1·limalayas. 

Martin Gaens1..ie (Ueidelberg) 
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Himalayan Languages Symposium 
Rijks universitcil Le:iden 

June: 16th and 17th, 1995 

This year the first international Uimalayan Languages Symposium was 
convened in the Netherlands under the auspices of the Himalayan Languages 
Project of Leiden Univers ity. For over a decade. scholars in France, 
Gennany, Switzerland and the Netherlands had expressed the desirability of a 
regularly convened forum for scholars of l-limalayan languages. This year the 
research team of the Himalayan Languages Project in Leiden took the 
initiative of organizing the first such symposium in the Netherlands. The 
symposium proved to be highly successfu l. and ZUrich has already been 
proposed as the venue for next summer's meeting. 

Participants expressed the shared hope that this symposium will 
establish a tradition. The first Himalayan Languages Symposium brought 
together scholars stationed in Europe, and it is hoped that the symposium will 
grow into a global forum for Himalayan language scholars. The Himalayan 
Languages Symposium was envisaged as a podium for contributions from 
linguists and specialists from kindred disciplines on any language of the 
Himalayas, whether it be Tibelo-Bunnan, Indo-Aryan, Burushaski, Kusunda 
or any other tongue. The fact that the first l-limalayan Languages Symposium 
included contributions on the languages of Sichuan and the Tibetan Plateau 
demonstrates thal the tcon '1·lima layan' is intended not in a restrictive, but a 
panoramic sense. 

The keynote speake r at the Leiden symposium was Bemard Comrie. 
Participants presented contributions on a variety of .Iimalayan languages . viz. 
Bantawa, Oumi, Byangsi, Tibetan, Limbu, Mewahang, Lepcha, Belhare. 
Yamphu, Kulung. rGya-rong and Nepali. No proceedings will be published, 
but many of the symposium contributions will be included in a 'Trends in 
Linguistics' volume 10 be emit led llimalayan Unguistics (Moutoo de Gruyter, 
Berlin). This volume will also comprise cont ributions not presented al the 
symposium . 

The Himalayan Languages Symposium will convene each summer at a 
location to be. announced one year in advance. More infonnation about the 
1996 Himalayan Languages Symposium will be made available in the autumn. 
The Himalayan Languages Project at Leiden University wi ll act as the 
caretaker of the pcmlanent mailing list of the symposium. You can be. put on 
the mailing list by sending your name, complete address, e-mail address. fax 
and telephone numbers 10: I-limalayan Languagcs Project, l.eiden University, 
Postbus 9515, 2300 RA Leiden, The Nctherlands. Abstracts for next year's 
symposium can be sent for review to the samc addrcss. 

George van Oriem (Leiden) 
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Symposium Series on "High Mountain Remote Sensing 
Cartography" 

The symposium series on "Hi gh Mountain Remote Sensing Canography" 
(I"IMRSC) was created in 1989 by M. Buchroilhner 10 provi de a forum for 
scientists 10 facilitate the exchange of experiences and ideas on sustained 
interdisciplinary remote sensing studies in high mountain areas and 10 promote 
these activ ities. Topics addressed within the technical sessions of the HMRSC 
symposiums represent many fields of remOle sensing application and 
integration of geoscientific information into geographic information systems 
(OIS). Besides presenting new developments in the field of remote sensing. 
one major topic disclJssed during the symposium was interdisciplinary studies 
dealing with remote sensing techniques as a useful tool for thematic mapping 
and environmental monitoring of high mountain areas. Papers dealing with the 
production of suitable satellite tracking maps were also presented as different 
themati c mapping approaches in the fields of geo logy, geomorphology, 
g laciology etc .. The lectures given showed clearly that the scientific goals of 
canographic and geosc ientific projects in extended high mountain areas can 
only be reached by the application and synoptic integration of infonnation 
gained from the interpretation of multitemporal and multisensoral airborne 
and spaceborne images and traditional interdisciplinary methods. To obtain 
quantitative and objective results a lot of time muSI be dedicated to the ground 
checking and referencing of the digital image infonnation. The imponance of 
the application of Digital Elevation Models (DEM) for the geocoding of 
digital sate llite data sets from areas showing a pronounced topograpy was 
underlined. To emphasize the commiunent of the organizers of the symposium 
series to mountainous terrain, technical sess ions and post-symposium field 
excursions will take place in the important mountain chains. 

The first symposium in 1990 was organized and hosted by the Institute 
for Image Processing and Computer Graphics (Buchroilhner M.), Joanneum 
Research, Graz, Au stria. After the technical session in Graz, the 
pos t-sympos ium fi eld trip visited the Sch ladminger Tauem area in the 
Austrian alps. 

The second symposium in 1992 was co-organized by the Institute of 
Geology, Universit y of Vienna/Austria (Hllusler H., Leber, D.), the Institute 
for Image ProcessinglJoanne um Research, Graz/Austria (Buchroithner, M.), 
and the Inslitute of Remote Sensing Application (Liu Jiyuan), Chinese 
Academy of Sciences, BeijinglChina , which also hosted the symposium. After 
technica l sess ions in Beijing and Lhasa{fibet Automomous Region, the 
panicipants had the opponunity to discuss in the fie ld the topics addressed in 
the conference presentations. The post-excursion fie ld trip, in the south of the 
Tibetan plateau and in the nonhern pan of the Himalayas, covered the route 
from Lhasa, via Xigaze, Dingri and the Qomolungma (Mt. Everest) base camp 
to the Tibetan/Nepalese bo rder at Zhangmu. It closed with a visit to the 
International Center for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) in 
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Kathmandu/Nepal with the presentation of the Mountain Environment and 
Natural Resources Infonnation System (MENRIS). 

The third International Symposium on High Mountain Remote Sensing 
Canography, in 1994, was organized and hosted by the Institute for Applied 
Resea rch in Space Sciences (Leguizam6n S , - InstiLUto de Investigaciones 
ApJicadas de Ciencias Espaciales, UACE) at the Regional Center of Sciemific 
and Technical Research (Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y 
Tecnicas, CON ICET) in Mendoza c ity/A rgentina . The post-symposium 
excursion led from Mendoza to Uspallale, Punta de Vacas, Puente del Inca to 
Las Cuevas. near the Chilean border, where the Central Argentine Andes 
culminate in the impressive Cerro Aconcagua (6959 m), the highest mountain 
of the Andean chain . References to papers dealing with the Himalayas 
presented during the HMRSC symposiums are given below. 

The founh HMRSC symposium, scheduled for September 1996, will 
be hosted by the University of Karlstad, Sweden. The technical session will be 
he ld in Karlstad, the post-symJXlsium field trip will lead to Kiruna in nonhern 
Sweden and fini sh in Troms in the fjords on the Atlantic coast in nonhern 
Norway. 
Further information concerning HMRSC·IV: Dr. Gerhard Sax, Remote 
Sensing Laboratory, University of Karlstad, P.O. Box 9501,65009 Karlstad, 
Sweden. 

Papers of the HMRSC series dealing with the Himalayas: 

Antoninet ti , M., B;ortolami, G., De Vilo, C., labichino. G. & Tartari, G. t994. "Geographic 
Infonnanon System of the Khumbu Valley (Himalayas, Nepal); Integration of 
Remo~c. Scnsing Data with the Data Collectcd During the EV-K2-CNR Project 
Expo:htlOns." - Proc. lrd 1nl. Symp. High MounUJin Cartogr. MendmaJArgentina (in 
press). 

Badrinet, C., Boumay. E., Shrestha, S. & Wang, C. 1992. "Accessibility of Data for Global 
Change on Critical Zones in Nepat and Tibet: The Case of ICIMOD." _ Proc. 2nd Int. 
Symp.High Mountain Remott! Sensing Can. Beijing: Astronautic Publishing House, 
pp. 1-19. 

Sardinet, C., Boumay, E., Amatya, K., Rivas P. & Trouv~, E. 1994. "The Use of SPOT 
Stcreo Model, LANDSAT TM and GIS for Producing 2-0 and 3-D Analysis in 
Land,use Mapping: The Malanchi Project and of the Arun River Basin." _ Proc. lrd 

. Int. Symp. High Mountain Carrogr. MentiozalArgentina (in press). 
Bardlrlct, C., Le. Toumcau, F.M. & Jalon, J. 1994. "Multisatcllitc Thematic Mapping using 

LANDSAT TM, SPOT and IRS- I for 2-0 and 3-D AnalySiS of the Urban Area of 
Kathmandu {Nepal)."- Proc. lrd Int. Symp. High Mountain CarlOgr. 
MendozalArgentina (in press). 

8 ax, G. 1994. "The Geology of the Mt. Everesl from Space - Preliminary Results of an 
Interdisciplinary Study."- Proc. lrd Int. Symp. High Mountain Carlogr. 
MendoUJIArgentina (in press). 

Buchroi thner, M., Hausler, ~. , ~ber, D., Liu, .1. & Zheng, X. 1992. "Geo-oriented Digital 
Landscape Modelling lrl the Three Rlvcr Valley Area', Xil.lUlg (Tibet), Based on 
Multisensor Remotc SenSing Data." - Proc. 2nd Int. Symp. High Mountain Remote 
Sensing Cart. Beijing: Astronaulic Publishing House, pp. 53-58. 

Guan Zequn, Li Dercn. t992. ~Jmproving Grass Land Oassificalion in Nonhem Tibet using 
Spatial Knowledge and ms." • Proc. 2nd Int. Symp. High Mountain Remote 
Sensing Ca,,- 8 eijing: Astronaulic Publishing House, pp. 97-105. 
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Hlius]er, H. , Leber, D. & Buchroi thner. M.F. 1992. "GeoecologicaJ Sludies using 
Multilcmporal Mul1isensor Remote Sensing Data in Ihe Three River Valley Area', 
southern Xizang (Tibet), China. " - Proc . 2nd In!. Symp . High Mountail1 Remolt: 
Sensing Carl. Beijing: Astronautic Publishing House, pp. 106-119. 

H9.usler, H. & Lcber, D. 1994. "RemOlc Sensing-Based Environmental Moni loring in 
Southern Tibet (P.R. China)," - Proc. 3,d Im. S),mp. Ifigh Mountain Carlog, . 
MendmwArgenlin(J (in press) 

JUpmcr, B. 1992. "Application of Satellite Images for making Trekking Maps.~ - Proc. 2nd 
1nl. Symp. High Mountain RemQlC Sensing Carl. Beijing; AstrOnautic Publishing 
Hoose, pp. 120- 127. 

Koslka. R. 1992. "Remote Sensing Activities for Glacier Mapping in lhe Langtang HimaJ , 
Nepal." - Pro,. 2nd fm. Symp. High Mountain Remote Sensing Carl., pp. 145· 155, 
Beijing: Astronautic Publishing Hoose 

Leber, D., Waich, G., Raggam, 1. & Hliusler, H. 1994. "PJtliminary Analysis of the Mapping 
Capability of ERS·I SA R Data for Geologic Applications in Southern Tibet (P.R. 
China)." - Proc. 3rd Int. Symp. High Mountain Carlogr. MendozalArgentina (in 
press). 

Lui, 1. 1992. "Landuse Investigation in Tibet Plateau by using Remote Sensing." - Proe. 2nd 
Int. Symp. /ligh Mountain Remote Sensing Carl. Beijing: Astronautic Publishing 
House, pp. 169-176. 

Mauhews, lP. & lones, A.S.G. 1992. "Mapping the Xigaze (Tibet) Ophiolite Complex with 
Landsat Thematic Mapper Da\a." - Proe. 2nd Int. Symp. High Mountain Remott 
Sensing Carl. Beijing: Astronautic Publishing House, pp. 177-187. 

Mauhews, lP., Wenhua, Z., Li, X. , lones, A.S.G., & Bax, G. 1992. "Mapping the Xigaze 
(Tibet) Ophiolile Complex with Landsat Thematic Mappc:rdata: Comments Based on 
Field Observations Following HMRSCII, 1992." - Proe. 2nd Int. Symp. High 
Mounwin Remote Sensing Cart. Beijing: Astronautic Publishing House, pp. 
256-261 

Shi Otangan, Liu Jiyuan. 1992. "Studies on Glacier Change During Recent Decades Period in 
Tibet by Using Remote Sensing and GIS." - Proc. 2nd 1nl. Symp. High Mountain 
Remote SellSing Carl. Beijing; Astronautic Publishing House, pp. 189-197. 

Wang Jinfeng. 1992. "Integra ted Research on Natural Disasters of China - Sample Area Test 
Planning on Tibet Plateau." - Proc. 2nd lnt. Symp. High Mountain Remote Sensing 
Cart. Beijing; AstronaUlic Publishing House, pp. 211-220. 

Yang Ping, Liu Ji yuan. 1992. "Study on the Spatial Distribution Pattern of the Tibetan 
Landuse." • Proe. 2nd Int . Symp. High Mounwin Remote Sensing Cart. Beijing; 
Astronautic Publishing House, pp. 227-246. 

Zi lio li , E. Mazwleni, G., Brivio, P.A. & Antoninetti, M. 1992. "Contribution of Satellite 
Remote Sensing to Some Investiga tions of Geost ructural Inte res t Within the 
EV-K2-CNR Programme." - Proc. 2nd 111/. Symp. High Mountain Remote Sensing 
Cart. Beijing; Astronautic Publishing House, pp. 247-255. 

Diethard Lebcr, 1·lemlann H~us le r (Vienna) 

Information Ce ntre and Archive for Centra l Asia I Himalaya 

Central Asia consists of three large cu ltural and linguistic areas: The Turkish, 
the Mongolian and the Tibetan/Himalaya area. Throughout history these were 
interconnected poli tically, cul tu rally and economically. Today these three 
areas consist of a fair ly large number of independent o r more o r less 
autonomous units: 
- Kasakhstan, Turiunenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzistan, Xinjiang 
- Mongolian Republic, Inner Mongolia, Tuva , Kalmyk, Burjat 
- Tibet, Chinghai, autonomous areas in Szechuan, Gansu and Yunnan , Bhutan, 

Himalayan regions of India and Nepal. 
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In present times the whole of Central Asia is unde rgoing dramatic 
changes leading to a highly volalile state of affairs. This has been caused fi rst 
of all by the breakup of the fomler Soviet Union, but also by the reawakening 
of local and ethnic independence movements in many of the above-mentioned 
areas. No end to this phase seems to be in sight. 

The recent poli tical changes caused an urgent demand fo r information 
about the whole area which up until now had only been recognised - if at all • 
as belonging to either the Soviet Union, China or India. While the dominance 
of Moscow, Beijing and De lhi decreases, the importance of regional and local 
conditions and processes for Centra l Asia increases proportionately. In view 
of the increasing economic and geopolitical importance of Central Asia these 
regional conditions and processes the mselves exercise a growing influence on 
the surrounding powers. Recently it has been felt and lamented that there is a 
grave deficiency of infonnation about these regional c ircumstances. On 
accoun t of this deficiency the Insti tute of Central Asian Studies at Bonn 
University is currently preparing an Information Centre and Archive on 
Cent ra l Asia and the Himalayas. This is planned to be a joint project of 
Turkish, Mongolian, Tibetan and possibly Iranian studies. This long-tenn 
project aims al collecting, processing and passing on sound and dependable 
informa tion on the politics, societies and cu liures of Central Asia. Specia l 
attent ion will be g iven to the present processes of transiti on and 
transformation while constantly considering the historical backgrounds and the 
traditional norms and values of the respective socielies. 

Constanl analysis of local and regional media. unpublished, scientifi c, 
and othe r relevant literalure plus making use of a large net of informants will 
supply the necessary basic informalion. This will be fil ed in a data base which 
includes a central fi le for "facts", a "Who's Who" of important persons and 
instilutions, and several other file s (time tables, indices of maps, photographs, 
films, etc.). A specially designed complex retrieval system helps to find and 
lisl information under thematic, geographical , ch ronological and formal 
cri teria. The original documents will be collected and made available in the 
archive. Besides the availabi lity of the materials in the data base and the 
archive, the results wi ll be published in periodical reports, and enquiries by all 
interested parties (scientisls, politicians, development workers, journalists, 
economists, etc.) will be answered. The structure of the data base as well as 
the retrieval system can be used by other similar projects with a different 
geographical focus. This project shall establi sh interfaces between the various 
areas of Central Asian studies and the systematic academic d isciplines on the 
one hand and academic research and development projects in Central Asia on 
the other. 
For further information, enquiries and suggeslions contact Thierry 
Oodin or Heinz RlHher / Institute for Central Asian Studies I University o f 
Bonn I Regina-Pacis-Weg 7 I 0-531 J3 Bonn. Phone: (+49)-228-737465IFax: 
(+49)-228-737458. 

Heinz Rather (Bonn) 


